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Abstract

In response to the IDAG questions about calibration accuracy and stability for the
highly granular calorimeter of ILD, we present a study for the scintillator hadron calorime-
ter (AHCAL), based on full detector simulations, particle flow reconstruction, and on
CALICE test beam data.

1 Introduction

In its first meeting with the ILD concept group after the submission of the Letter of Intent,
the International detector Advisory group IDAG has formulated questions concerning the
calibration accuracy and stability of the ILD calorimeter:

“Give an outline of the plan for calibrating the energy response of your calorimeter, both
from test beams or monitoring signals and in situ running. What level of precision is required?
How is it obtained? How do you monitor and maintain it? If operation at the Z pole is part
of your strategy, how much data is required?”

In this note we present answers to these questions. It is organized as follows: We first
discuss the calibration and monitoring scheme, the applied techniques and possible sources of
mis-calibration. Next we investigate by means of simulations how statistical and systematic
mis-calibration a!ect the resolution for single hadrons, and how this propagates to the jet
energy resolution. Finally we report on a study based on test beam data taken at Fermilab and
CERN, where we apply the calibration scheme for a collider detector in practice, treating one
campaign as “pre-installation test beam” and the other as “collider physics run”. Combining
the results from both studies, we conclude that the required precision can be obtained in ILD.

2 Calibration Scheme

We limit the discussion here to the single particle energy calibration. In-situ corrections at
jet level, using reference reactions, depend on the particle flow algorithm and potentially also
on the physics analysis.

The calibration of the hadronic response of the AHCAL proceeds in the following steps:

1. Test bench characterization of photo-sensor parameters

2. Inter-calibration of the electronic response of all individual cells using muon test beams,
and conversion to the MIP scale

3. Verification of the electromagnetic scale and linearity using electron beams impinging
directly on the AHCAL

4. Determination of the hadronic response on electromagnetic scale using hadron test beams
on the AHCAL
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5. Determination of combined ECAL and AHCAL hadronic response, including weighting
procedures

6. Verification of dead material corrections at inter-module connections using hadron test
beams

On the test bench, we measure parameters like gain, e"ciency, dependence on operating
conditions, and the non-linear response function of the photo-sensors. The use of stabilized
light sources and low-noise electronics gives higher precision than in-situ methods. Measure-
ments are done before and after integration into the scintillator tiles. Already for the present
test beam prototype this was done using semi-automatic procedures, and this can be autom-
atized further.

The inter-calibration with muon beams must be done for all cells and all detector layers.
Thanks to the modular design, this can be done with the bare active layers before insertion
into the absorber, or with the assembled modules. In the CERN test beam 12 hours were
needed to acquire su"cient statistics on a stack with a square meter front face and 38 layers.
This would translate into about two months for the entire ILC detector, or less, if more layers
are aligned after each other in the beam. The precision is about 2-3% for the MIP value,
defined as the most probable value.

Due to the non-linearity of the photo-sensors, two inter-calibration constants per channel
are needed. The particle energy at MIP scale is obtained using the formula

E[MIP ] =
!

cells i

Ai/Ai(MIP ) · f(Ai/Ai(pixel)) (1)

where Ai are signals measured in ADC counts, and f is the non-linearity correction depending
on the signal normalized to that of a single fired photo-sensor pixel (a single registered photo-
electron), which is extracted from LED-induced signals.

The response to electromagnetic showers on the MIP scale can be uniquely predicted by
simulations and verified in test beams with known energy. In the test beam it was shown to
be linear within 2% for electromagnetic showers from 10 to 50 GeV, which is su"cient for the
hadron calorimeter at the ILC. The electromagnetic scale is thus related to the MIP scale by
a simple conversion factor GeV per MIP.

The hadronic response on electromagnetic scale shows small deviations from linearity
(few % up to 80 GeV), mainly due to the non-compensating features of the AHCAL (e/! ! 1.16)
and to leakage. It can be predicted by simulations, albeit with some model uncertainty, and
should better be extracted from test beam data.

The combined ECAL and AHCAL measurement requires the application of weighting
factors. Making use of the fine granularity, or even of resolved shower sub-structure, allows
to significantly improve the resolution. The weighted energy scale depends on the applied
algorithm.

Additional corrections will be necessary to account for uninstrumented regions or addi-
tional material from support structures, electronics and service lines, at the ECAL-HCAL
transition and at inter-module boundaries. This must be extracted from simulations which
need to be benchmarked in test beam. Ideally, these tests would include the barrel end-cap
transition region.

Apart from the inter-calibration, we assume that all studies can be done with single repre-
sentative sample structures. One such sample structure should be immersed into a magnetic
field to verify the modeling of magnetic e!ects. The goal is to use the data for a refinement of
the detector modeling in simulations up to the maximum achievable accuracy and determine
the then hopefully small residual corrections.
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3 Monitoring Techniques

The above calibration scheme needs to be complemented by monitoring techniques in order
to take time-dependent variations into account when the test beam based calibrations are
applied to collider data. The general approach is that if the MIP scale is maintained and
under control, all derived scales are stabilized as well.

Variations of the MIP scale can be due to changes of the electronic response of the photo-
sensor, induced by changed operating conditions, or possibly due to changes in the scintillation
light production, collection and coupling to the sensor, as a consequence of aging e!ects or
mechanical de-adjustments during handling.

Changes in the amplification of the read-out chain were checked independently and found
to be much smaller than those of the sensor. We therefore do not discuss them further here,
but they are absorbed in the photo-sensor gain variations.

The calibration monitoring is based on three, mostly innovative, techniques:

1. Auto-calibration of the photo-sensor gain using LED light

2. In-situ MIP calibration using track segments in hadron showers

3. Slow-control recording of bias voltages and temperatures

The gain of the photo-sensor can be extracted from the spacing between peaks in the
pulse-height spectrum attributed to small, discrete numbers of registered photo-electrons, if
the noise of the sensor and the read-out electronics is kept small; this is part of the design
specifications. It is performed for each channel individually and is used for the non-linearity
corrections as well as to monitor changes due to varied operating conditions.

In-situ MIP calibration is discussed in a separate section below.
The photo-sensor electronic response is the product of gain and photo-detection e"ciency,

and both depend on the over-voltage, the di!erence between bias and break-down voltage.
Temperature variations a!ect the latter, and thereby the photo-sensor parameters at the level
of a few percent per Kelvin or per 60 mV. We therefore permanently record the operating
conditions and use the dependences known from test bench or test beam data to correct
for changes (T,U correction). Alternatively, observed gain changes can be used to infer the
correlated changes in the total response (G correction).

In principle it is also possible to adjust the voltage in order to compensate the temperature
variation, and use the gain to watch the stability. This will be tried in the future.

The pedestals of the read-out electronics are regularly monitored using random trigger
events; this also detects and monitors dead or noisy channels. The adjustment of thresholds
for on-detector zero-suppression has so far only been tested for the semi-digital option and is
discussed there, the procedures would be very similar for the analogue case.

4 In-situ calibration

Due to the underground location, the orientation of the detector layers, the power pulsing, and
due to the high granularity, cosmic rays might not be su"cient for monitoring the MIP scale
in-situ. However, thanks to the excellent imaging capabilities of the AHCAL, MIP-like track
segments can be identified in hadronic showers and used for calibration purposes. This has
been demonstrated using the CALICE test beam data, and the potential for in-situ calibration
of the ILD detector was studied in simulations. For details, please refer to [2, 3]. Although
typically two tracks are found in each shower which are used for the calibration of 20 cells,
it is even at the Z resonance not possible to obtain a channel-by-channel calibration within
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Figure 1: Required luminosity for 1000 identified tracks in hadronic events per HBU at Z0

resonance running in the barrel AHCAL. One half of the AHCAL is shown, with the z coor-
dinate of the interaction point at the lower left corner; z is measured here in units of tiles (3
cm).

realistic running times. However, the method is well suited for the determination of average
corrections for a sub-section of the detector, e.g. a layer in a module.

With 1000 identified tracks, a calibration precision of about 3% to 4% can be reached, as
demonstrated in studies on CALICE data. A higher number of entries does not significantly
improve the precision, while with lower numbers of around 500 to 600 entries, about 6% are
achievable. Below 300 identified tracks, a reliable fit is not possible.

At the Z pole, 1 pb!1 is su"cient to provide at least 1000 identified tracks per layer module
(one layer in a stave, there are 32 such modules in a complete barrel calorimeter layer) out to
AHCAL layer 20, while 20 pb!1 are necessary to reach out to the last AHCAL layer, layer 48.
One layer module has about 3000 individual cells. Splitting the calibration into finer parts,
such as individual electronic modules (HBU, a unit of 144 cells) requires correspondingly larger
data samples. However, 20 pb!1 at the Z pole would be su"cient for a 3% HBU by HBU
calibration of the first 20 layers in the calorimeter.

For the last layers in the calorimeter, also Z0 " µ+µ! events contribute significantly to
the overall statistics. The branching ratio is only 5% of the branching ratio into quarks, but
the muons do not su!er significant attenuation in the calorimeter, so they also reach the last
layers. In fact, for the last layer they contribute about the same number of identified tracks
as the tracks in hadronic showers, reducing the required integrated luminosity to 10 pb!1.

Figure 1 shows the required luminosity for an HBU by HBU calibration based on hadronic
Z0 decays as a function of the position in the AHCAL barrel. It is clearly apparent that the
first layers can be quickly calibrated to high precision with this method, while for the outer
layers higher integrated luminosities are needed.

At 500 GeV, significantly larger integrated luminosities are necessary to achieve the same
precision due to the much lower cross section. Less than 2 fb!1 will allow for a 3% calibration
for each layer-module out to layer 20, so even at full energy running a monitoring of the
calibration on the layer-module level will be possible. Also here, muons contribute to the
calibration of the last layers in the detector.
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Luminosity at 91 GeV Luminosity at 500 GeV
layer-module to 3% to layer 20 1 pb!1 1.8 fb!1

layer-module to 3% to layer 48 10 pb!1 20 fb!1

HBU to 3% to layer 20 20 pb!1 36 fb!1

Table 1: Required integrated luminosity to reach a 3% calibration precision per layer-module
and per HBU, both for Z resonance running and for 500 GeV.

Table 1 summarizes the required integrated luminosity to reach a 3% calibration precision
per layer-module out to layer 20 and to layer 48, as well as a 3% calibration precision on a
HBU level out to layer 20, both for Z resonance and for full energy running, taking both track
segments in hadronic showers and muons into account. These numbers are taken for the barrel
HCAL, but for the endcaps the results are very similar.

For reference, the possibilities with cosmic muons were also studied. At the surface, the
rate of cosmic muons with energies above 10 GeV (necessary to ensure penetration through
the complete detector) is approximately 20 Hz/m2. Taking the duty cycle of the electronics
of 0.5% into account, the detectable muon rate reduces to 0.1 Hz/m2. The area of one layer
module is around 2.5 m2, so for horizontal calorimeter layers about 70 minutes would be
su"cient to acquire 1000 tracks. For a calibration on a HBU by HBU basis, with an area of
0.13 m3 per HBU, about one day would be necessary. In underground locations, this needed
time will increase with increasing depth. For non-horizontal layers, in particular also in the
endcaps, the needed time is significantly higher, and in deep underground, this will presumably
be prohibitive. However, also cosmic muons will be a valuable calibration and monitoring tool
for parts of the detector.

For the endcaps, there is the additional possibility of using muons from the beam halo.
Their rate depends strongly on the shielding of the detector, but is expected to be between
100 Hz/m2 and 10 kHz/m2 at full energy [4]. The fact that these muons arrive in time with
the beam, and thus don’t su!er an e!ective rate reduction due to power pulsing, make them
well suited for the calibration of the end-cap calorimeter. Even a cell-by-cell calibration using
these muons might be possible.

For the extraction of reliable calibration constants on a module by module basis by inte-
grating over all channels in the module, moderate variations of the response from channel to
channel within that module can be tolerated. In the case of extreme variations, the minimum
ionizing peak can not be cleanly identified due to the large smearing and the increasing pol-
lution from noise. Both from studies with CALICE data and from full detector simulations
it has been determined that a channel to channel variation of the response by 10% does not
lead to a significant deterioration of the calibration performance.

5 Required precision

Mis-calibrations can be of coherent nature, like for example not properly detected or corrected
temperature changes, or they can a!ect the cells in a statistically uncorrelated matter, e.g.
from limited precision of the individual cell parameters or random e!ects of aging or damage.
In the first case, if the entire detector is a!ected, the variations in the scale will be reflected
one-to-one in the constant term of the single particle resolution. In the second case, due to
the large number of cells contributing to the measurement of each particle, the e!ects average
out to a large extent and yield a much smaller contribution to the stochastic term.

A conservative estimate is that 10 cells per GeV of deposited energy in the calorimeter con-
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tribute to the shower signal. An uncorrelated cell-by-cell mis-calibration will thus contribute
a stochastic term of

#Ecalib

E
=

"calib#
Nhits

=
"calib

3.2
"

E/GeV
(2)

to the energy resolution, where "calib is the width of the cell-to-cell calibration spread. Since
this additional statistical term is independent of the general statistical term of the hadronic
energy resolution which is around 0.5/

"
E/GeV to 0.6/

"
E/GeV, it is immediately apparent

that only extremely large variations of the cell to cell response will lead to a noticeable change
in the overall calorimeter performance.

A much more stringent requirement for the quality of the cell-by-cell calibration stems from
the calibration strategies based on the reconstruction of minimum ionizing particle tracks, as
discussed above.

An intermediate situation is given, if sub-sections of the detector, e.g. layers in module,
are a!ected coherently, but independently from section to section. In addition to the coherent
and uncorrelated variations, we also consider constant overall mis-calibrations of the energy
scale.

In the study summarized below, we have modeled these di!erent types of e!ects in the
ILD detector simulation. We study first the e!ect on the single particle energy resolution, and
then use the same technique to investigate how a worsened single particle resolution or a scale
o!set propagate to the jet energy resolution.

5.1 Single particle resolution

The e!ect of the AHCAL mis-calibrations on the single particle resolution was studied by
running the ILD simulation and reconstruction on K0

L events. Samples of 10000 events were
generated with the ILD00 Mokka model for several energies of the incident particle.

In a first scenario, the AHCAL response was globally shifted with a random factor varying
from event to event according to a Gaussian distribution with a mean at 1, applied coherently
to all channels in a given event. This is to mimic the e!ects due, for example, to temperature
variations during data taking. Variations between 0% and 20% in the AHCAL energy, in steps
of 5%, were considered.

The results are presented in Fig. 2 in terms of central RMS90, which is the RMS of the
central 90% of the events, based on the energy reconstructed in all ILD calorimeters. For
K0

L’s fully contained in the AHCAL, the additional spread adds in quadrature to the constant
term, as expected. A realistic temperature fluctuation inside the ILD cavern is not larger than
1-2 degrees. Given a temperature dependence of the SiPM signal of approximately 3.7%/K,
a realistic variation in the calorimeter response would be 4-8%, if no temperature corrections
were applied (see Fig. 2, left).

In a second scenario, to simulate, for example, statistical uncertainties of the MIP calibra-
tion factors, the AHCAL energy was shifted incoherently with a random factor varying from
cell to cell or from layer to layer accoring to a Gaussian distribution with mean at 1, but for
a given channel being the same in each event. These variations result in negligible e!ects on
the single particle energy resolution even for spreads of 50%.

5.2 Jet energy resolution

The influence of the di!erent types of mis-calibration of the AHCAL on the jet energy reso-
lution was studied for hadronic Z0 decays (into u, d, and s quarks) using the complete ILD
simulation and reconstruction chain, including jet reconstruction using the Pandora particle
flow algorithm [5]. The studies were performed both at the Z pole and at 500 GeV. In general,
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Figure 2: Left: K0
L energy resolution for di!erent coherent variations of the AHCAL response.

Right: Ratio of K0
L energy resolutions for the realistic variation of 5%, compared to the default

case (0% variation.)

the influence of a AHCAL mis-calibration on the overall detector performance is stronger at
500 GeV than at the Z pole, with the exception of the case of uncorrelated cell by cell varia-
tions. This is expected since the resolution of the hadron calorimeter contributes more to the
overall jet resolution at higher energies, where confusion in the particle flow reconstruction
increases.

Figure 3 shows the relative change in di-jet energy resolution as a function of the size of
the calibration variations for four di!erent scenarios:

(i) A global response shift of all detector cells, changing from event to event. The shift
follows a Gaussian distribution, with a mean at 0. Such a scenario corresponds for
example to an imperfect correction for temperature variations or voltage fluctuations.

(ii) A separate, uncorrelated response shift for each layer-module, constant for all events.
The mean of all shifts is 0, and they follow a Gaussian distribution. This scenario
corresponds to an imperfect inter-calibration of individual modules.

(iii) A separate, uncorrelated response shift for each individual cell, constant for all events.
The mean of all shifts is 0, and they follow a Gaussian distribution. This scenario
corresponds to an imperfect inter-calibration of individual detector cells.

(iv) A global response shift of all detector cells, constant from event to event. This scenario
corresponds to an imperfect calibration of the overall detector energy scale.

Clearly, an overall shift of the detector calibration (scenario (i))has the biggest impact on
the jet energy resolution. Here, already a mis-calibration with a spread of 5% has a noticeable
e!ect on the di-jet resolution, on the level of 2% at 95 GeV and 6% at 500 GeV. Such a
spread could be caused for example by not corrected temperature fluctuations with an RMS
of approximately 1.5 K. For layer-module by layer-module shifts (scenario (ii)), variations
with an RMS up to 15% do not lead to a noticeable degradation of the overall performance.
For the cell by cell variations (scenario (iii)), e!ects only become visible for spreads of 50%
or more. The global, constant o!set (scenario (iv)) again shows an e!ect already for small
shifts on the few % level. However, in contrast to the other three scenarios studied here, this
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Figure 3: E!ect of AHCAL mis-calibrations on the di-jet energy resolution in Z0 decays to
light quarks at 500 GeV, for details see text.

last scenario also results in a shift of the reconstructed di-jet invariant mass, which would be
straightforward to correct.

In general, this study shows that the e!ect of the cell-by-cell calibration on the overall
detector performance is negligible. The required precision here is given by the needs of the
minimum-ionizing track calibration procedures. The layer module variations that can be
tolerated in terms of the overall energy resolution are much larger than the calibration accuracy
that can be achieved already with very moderate statistics. The highest precision is required
for overall correlated shifts of all detector cells, for example due to temperature or voltage
variations. These can be controlled both the MIP based monitoring procedures and with gain
monitoring of the photo-sensors using the LED calibration system.

We finally point out that the simulated mis-calibration e!ects include the implicit de-
adjustments of thresholds (set to 0.5 MIP) and the impact this has on the calorimeter’s
tracking e"ciency for minimum ionizing particles. Therefore the observed changes in the jet
energy resolution do not only reflect shifts in the energy scale, but also the degradation of the
pattern recognition capabilities.

6 Achieved precision in the test beam

In the test beam, we usually apply a muon beam based MIP calibration to the hadron data,
which are taken only a few days or weeks later in exactly the same configuration. This required
already the development of temperature correction procedures.

In order to even more realistically mimic the calibration scheme for the final detector, we
present here a study where we transport the calibration obtained in one test beam site to data
taken at another. Between the running periods at CERN in 2007 and at Fermilab in 2008,
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we have completely un-cabled and dis-assembled the calorimeter, shipped it by road, rail and
sea from Switzerland to the US, replaced almost 10% of the front end cards after transport
damage, re-assembled and re-commissioned the detector. Since event selection and other data
quality procedures are better understood for the CERN data, we perform the exercise in
reverse order and treat the 2007 data taking period as the “collider run”, and 2008 as “test
beam calibration”.

In the “collider run” we use only procedures foreseen to be at hand in the proposed ILD
detector in its beam configuration, like gain monitoring and in-situ MIP calibration. However,
we do not use any channel-to-channel inter-calibration based on muons recorded at CERN;
this is taken from the Fermilab run instead.

In the following we first outline the procedure used to transport the “test beam” calibration
to the “collider run”. We discuss the achieved quality by comparing with the muon calibration
obtained at CERN, which here of course only serves as reference. We then describe how
we use the in-situ MIP calibration to adjust residual imperfections. Finally we apply the
derived calibration to hadron data and compare the achieved resolution with the one using
the reference calibration.

6.1 Transport of MIP calibration

For this study we consider two ways of transporting the “test beam” calibration obtained at
FNAL to the “collider run” (CERN data). The first method relies on the measurement of the
temperature and voltage of groups of calorimeter cells and the knowledge of the temperature
and voltage dependence of each SiPM response, dA

dT and dA
dU . The second method relies on the

measurement of the gain of each SiPM and the knowledge of the dependence of the SiPM
response on the SiPM gain, dA

dG . We will refer to the first method as temperature correction
and to the second as gain correction.

Since temperature and voltage are continuously measured in the AHCAL, the T-U correc-
tion is an instantaneous but non-local method, i.e. one temperature sensor is used for a group
of close by cells without taking into account possible gradients.
Di!erently the gain correction is local, i.e. each cell is individually measured, but non-
instantaneous, since gain values are extracted from special calibration runs performed every
few hours during data taking. A typical gain run takes about 30 minutes.

The two correction methods applied are described by the following formulas:

T $ U correction : A(T1, U1) = A(T2, U2) +
dA

dT
(T1 $ T2) +

dA

dU
(U1 $ U2), (3)

G correction : A(T1, U1) = A(T2, U2) +
dA

dG
(G(T1, U1) $ G(T2, U2)). (4)

were A(T,U) is the signal amplitude corresponding to a MIP as measured at the temperature
T and operation voltage U in one calorimeter cell and G(T,U) is the SiPM gain for the same
calorimeter cell extrapolated from the dependencies dG

dT and dG
dU to the conditions (T,U). As

reference sample we use a set of MIP calibration coe"cients obtained at CERN, Aref (T1, U1),
which will be refered to as Aref .

Additional remarks to this study:
i) Restriction of calibration set

We want to compare with minimum bias the results of analysis performed using the various
calibration sets. Therefore we have excluded from each calibration sample all dead and noisy
cells found in any of the samples (! 3%) and we have set to default values in each calibration
sample all those parameters which could not be extracted for any of the samples, mostly due
to an intermittent malfunction of parts of the LED system (! 13%), which is not intrinsic to
the design.
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Figure 4: Relative di!erence between the reference MIP calibration sample (Aref ) and the “test
beam” calibration sample before (left) and after (right) temperature and voltage correction
according to Eq.3. The black histogram includes all channels while the red one shows only
those channels operated at the same voltage (U2=U1) at FNAL and CERN.

ii) Voltage correction
Several modules have been operated at di!erent voltage settings at FNAL and CERN, to
optimize the SiPM working point. Approximately 50% of the cells have to be corrected to
compensate this voltage shift. The comparison between cells operated at same and di!erent
voltages quantifies the quality of the voltage correction part in the T-U calibration method.

iii) Exchanged electronics
About 10% of the front end electronic cards have been replaced after transport damage. The
components of the electronic cards (preamplifier, shaper, DAC line for individual channel
voltage adjustment) have been tested to have values with a spread of 5%. No correction for
deviations introduced by exchanged electronics is applied.

iv) Energy scale
Di!erent muon energies have been used at FNAL and CERN for the calibration of the calorime-
ter. About 3% higher calibration factors are expected at CERN where 80 GeV muons were
used compared to FNAL were 32 GeV muons were available.

The relative di!erence between the reference MIP calibration sample (Aref ) and the “test
beam” calibration sample before any correction (A(T2, U2)) is shown in the left plot of Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Relative di!erence (left) and correlation (right) between the reference MIP calibration
sample (Aref ) and the gain corrected “test beam” calibration sample (A(G corr)) according to
Eq.4.
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Two peaks are visible in the black histogram which includes both the channels operated at
equal and di!erent voltage at CERN and FNAL. For the channels operated at the same voltage
(red histogram) the calibration sets are shifted by -11%.

The temperature at CERN was about 4.5 degrees higher than at FNAL, thus one expects
about 16% shift of the “test beam” calibration sample due to temperature variation, which
reduces to about 13% if the di!erent muon beam energies are taken into account. The observed
shifts before and after correction are consistent with expectation.

X $ Aref shift [%] spread [%]
A(T2, U2 = U1) -10.8 5.2
A, T-U corr 4.2 7.8
A, G corr 2.9 7.7

Table 2: Relative shift and spread of the “test beam” calibration sample obtained at FNAL
compared with the reference calibration sample obtained at CERN. Compared are the two
samples before corrections and after temperature and gain correction as explained in the text.
For the sample before temperature and gain correction, A(T2, U2 = U1), only those channels
operated at the same voltage in the two experiemnts are compared).

For the same uncorrected reference sample as in fFig. 4, the results after gain correction
are shown in Fig. 5. The mean shift and the spread of the correlation between the calibrated
and reference sets are reported in table 2. A shift of 3-4% remains in both extrapolation
methods consistent with expectations. The spread of !8% comes from the uncertainty in the
MIP determination on both sets (3% for each set) and an additional !6% uncertainty from
the extrapolation method. Both tested methods are equivalent in terms of precision, and
consistent with each other.

6.2 In-situ MIP correction using track segments in hadron showers

The method described in Section 4 is here applied to hadron test beam data taken at CERN
(the “collider run”) in order to finally adjust the average MIP scale in each detector layer
individually. The most probable value of a Landau-Gaussian fit to the MIP peak of each
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Figure 6: Layer-by-layer MIP stub correction factors for the reference MIP calibration sample,
Aref (Tcorr) corrected to the temperature of the hadron run, and the G corrected “test beam”
calibration sample, A(Gcorr).

calorimeter layer is presented in Fig. 6 for both the reference MIP calibration sample (corrected
to the temperature of the hadron run) and the G corrected “test beam” calibration sample.
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In the reference sample only minor variations are visible consistent with the accuracy of the
MIP calibration values. An average shift of 1.0 % is calculated for the calibration of all layers.
For the G corrected “test beam” calibration sample (right plot in Fig. 6) larger variations
are observed, with an average of 2.2% over all layers. The corresponding value for the T-U
corrected sample is 4.7%. Both values are in agreement with the results on the comparison
of the calibration sets reported in table 2. Some problematic modules where the transport
procedure failed due to wrong or missing coe"cient have shifts larger than 40%. The in-situ
MIP correction procedure identifies and rectifies these problems and also adjusts the overall
scale.

6.3 E!ect of transported calibration on hadronic response and resolution

We analyze a set of pion runs taken at CERN in the energy range 8 to 80 GeV. We apply the
di!erent MIP calibrations as discussed in section 6.1. The obtained response is compared to
a linear hypothesis assuming an energy independent conversion factor of 33 MIP/GeV. The
residual from linearity is presented in the left plot of Fig. 7 for the reference CERN calibration
corrected to the temperature of each hadron run, and for the two transported calibration sets.

Figure 7: Residual from linearity of reconstructed hadron showers fully contained in the
AHCAL, in the range 8 to 80 GeV: using calibration samples transported to the “collider”
run conditions and the CERN calibration as reference (left) ; adding the in-situ MIP stub
correction layer-by-layer to each of the sample (right).

The hadron energies calibrated with FNAL transported coe"cients are approximately
5% higher than the reference CERN calibrated sample. The two transport methods are in
agreement with each other. After applying to all energy points a unique layer-by-layer MIP
stub correction as discussed in section 6.2 a clear improvement in the agreement between
di!erent calibration methods is observed.

The e!ect of calibration transport on the hadron energy resolution is shown in Fig. 8.
Reconstructing the collider data with transported calibration factors gives the same energy
resolution as obtained with the reference calibration set. Both transport methods are equiva-
lent within the uncertainties of this analysis.

7 Summary and Conclusions

The calibration scheme for the scintillator HCAL is based on test bench characterizations
and test beam data. While electromagnetic, hadronic and weighted energy scales can be
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Figure 8: Hadron energy resolution for fully contained pion showers in the AHCAL. Data
reconstructed using the two transported calibration sets are compared to that using the reference
CERN calibration sample.

established with sample structures of the HCAL alone or in conjunction with the ECAL
exposed to beams of muons, electrons and hadrons, the inter-calibration of the detector cells
must be established with muon beams for all active layers of the detector. Based on test beam
experience, we estimate that this can be accomplished in about two months.

The calibration accuracy is maintained using LED monitoring of the photo-sensor gain,
in-situ MIP calibration based on track segments in hadron showers and classical slow-control
recording of the relevant operation parameters, temperature and bias voltage. These methods
have been successfully applied to test beam data.

Simulating ILC events and using algorithms bench-marked with test beam data, we have
quantitatively determined the required luminosity for in-situ MIP calibration of individual
cells and of average values for sub-sections of the detector, like module layers or electronic
units. A cell-by-cell MIP calibration is not possible with realistic running times, but it is
also not necessary, as we demonstrate. Average values for individual module layers can be
obtained with a comfortable accuracy of 3% from a data set corresponding to 10 pb!1 at the Z
resonance or 20 fb!1 at 500 GeV. For the first 20 layers of the calorimeter barrel, this accuracy
can already be reached with 1 pb!1 or 2 fb!1, respectively.

Using fully detailed simulations of the ILD detector and reconstruction based on the Pan-
dora particle flow algorithm, we have modeled di!erent scenarios of statistically independent
as well as coherent mis-calibration e!ects, a!ecting the entire HCAL or parts (module layers)
of it. Purely statistical variations, like those arising from calibration errors or random aging
e!ects, hardly a!ect the energy resolution at all. However, they may degrade the in-situ MIP
calibration capability. From this, a moderate requirement of the inter-calibration stability to
be ensured by hardware design of ±10% is derived.

Coherent e!ects which could for example arise from uncorrected temperature variation
induced changes of the response are potentially more harmful, as they directly show up in the
constant term, if they a!ect the entire detector. However, these are easy to detect, and even a
5% variation only mildly propagates into the jet energy resolution. Systematic e!ects shifting
sub-sections like layers are unnoticeable unless they exceed about 15%, comfortably in range
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of the in-situ calibration method accuracies.
We have demonstrated the validity of these simulation based estimates by treating our test

beam experiment like a collider detector, using cell-by-cell inter-calibrations only from data
taking at a di!erent site, under di!erent conditions and after having it exposed to disassembly,
transport and re-assembly influences. Applying only in-situ monitoring techniques, we re-
established the scale and reproduced the resolution. Imperfections absent in any simulation
showed up, but were successfully compensated.

This success relies on the well-understood behaviour of the Geiger-mode photo-sensors
and their auto-calibration features, the robustness of the scintillator-SiPM technology and the
high granularity providing imaging capability inside the hadronic shower.

All in all, we conclude that the high granularity and channel count is a blessing rather than
a curse. On one hand, due to the law-of-large-numbers suppression of statistical e!ects, the
requirements on individual cell precision are very relaxed. Coherent e!ects, on the other hand,
can be studied with any desired combination of channels, be it layers, longitudinal sections,
electronics units or according to any other supposed hypothesis of systematic e!ects. The high
degree of redundancy and the full information for each channel provide maximum freedom,
without having to rely on intrinsic homogeneity as in the case of internal, in-transparent
optical or analog summing in less finely segmented readout.
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